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Indentured servitude was a form of debt bondage, established in the early years of
the American colonies and elsewhere. It was sometimes used as a way for poor youth in Britain
and the German states to get passage to the American colonies.
An indenture was a legal contract enforced by the courts.
Restrictions
Indentures could not marry without the permission of their owner, were subject to physical
punishment (like many young ordinary servants), and saw their obligation to labor enforced by
the courts.
Southern New England Native Americans and indenture
In southern New England and parts of Long Island, people starting in the late 17th century,
Indians were increasingly pulled into an exploitative debt-peonage system designed to control
and assimilate Indian people into the dominant culture as well as channel their labor into the
market-based Atlantic economy. Following King Philip's War (1675–1676) most Indians in the
region were resigned to reservations or lived in increasingly marginal enclaves on the edges of
colonial towns. Due to restricted access to resources, land loss, and changes to the environment
caused by European settlement, many Indians, especially coastal groups, could no longer
practice traditional subsistence activities and therefore became increasingly dependent on
European trade goods—cloth, tools, guns, alcohol, and increasingly, food.
Impact of American Revolution
The American Revolution severely limited immigration to the United States. Economic
historians differ however on the long-term impact of the Revolution. Sharon Salinger argues that
the economic crisis that followed the war made long-term labor contracts unattractive. His
analysis  of  Philadelphia’s  population  shows  how  the  percentage  of  bound  citizens  fell  from  17%  
to 6.4% over the course of the war.
Caribbean
A half million Europeans went as indentured servants to the Caribbean (primarily the south
Caribbean, Trinidad, French Guiana, and Suriname) before 1840. Most were young men, with
dreams of owning their land or striking it rich quick would essentially sell years of their labor in
exchange for passage to the islands. However, forceful indenture also provided part of the
servants: contemporaries report that youngsters were sometimes tricked into servitude in order to
be exploited in the colonies.
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Approval to emigrate before departure
For paternalistic reasons and/or for control of population movement, governments enacted
procedures to regulate emigration. At some time, requirements existing in most, if not all,
countries included:
1) that the emigrant have completed military responsibilities;
2) that he or she was not wanted for criminal offences or trying to flee any authority;
3) that he or she was not trying to abandon family; and
4) that he or she, if under age, had permission from their father or other family authority.
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